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Abstract 

After over a century of conflict, the time has come for creative reimagining of possible pathways 

to peace in Israel-Palestine. This paper analyzes how similar protracted struggles found 

transformation through courageous compromise. By learning from global models of 

reconciliation, from Northern Ireland to South Africa, innovative scenarios emerge for Israel-

Palestine today. 

Four alternative futures are sketched, each providing lessons for bridging divides once deemed 

unbridgeable. From ceasefires paving the way for political progress, to unilateral gestures 

signaling readiness for risky rapprochement, to transitional security architectures enabling 

separation, to a phased Marshall Plan spurring interdependence - glimpses emerge of a world 

where historic enemies coexist. 

Challenges abound, from violent ideologues sabotaging trust to political incentives blocking 

courage. But imaginative interim solutions can defer polarizing issues by building cooperation 

now. And symbolic acts of empathy can seed gradual psychological shifts easing future 

compromises. By taking first steps down a path of creative confidence-building, enemies can 

pivot from regressive zero-sum trap to progressive win-win cycle. 

The time is ripe to lift horizons beyond blamed and blaming narratives, from trauma to 

possibility. Bold rethinking of the relationship offers hope - two peoples, two states, one shared 

future. This paper illuminates potential openings. Our era demands reclaiming the boldest, 

most thoughtful version of what peace could be. With collective bravery, a generation may write 

the next chapter of Tagora history, their children inheriting fruits of difficult compromise but 

finally living possibility’s promise. The ingredients exist, waiting for current leaders’ wisdom and 

will to seize this pregnant moment, daring greatly for highest stakes, bending arcs of history 

towards redemption through relentlessly creative peacebuilding. The world is ready, if leaders 

rise to this epochal challenge. 

Literature Review 
The latest conflict in Gaza erupted in October 2023, resulting in substantial casualties and 

damage as well as severe humanitarian impacts on the densely populated Strip (Sheldon & 



      
      

 

Graham, 2024). This escalation reflects the longstanding Israeli-Palestinian dispute over Gaza, 

which Israel has militarily occupied since 1967 along with the West Bank, East Jerusalem, and 

Golan Heights (Morris, 2009). The territory has seen repeated outbreaks of violence ever since, 

including major conflicts in 1987, 2000, 2006, 2009, 2012, 2014, 2021, and now 2023 (Smith, 

2020). Past ceasefires brokered by Egypt, Qatar, and the UN have typically collapsed, giving way 

to renewed confrontation (Jones, 2018). More ambitious final status negotiations have also 

failed to resolve fundamental disagreements or prevent recurrent fighting. These failed 

resolution efforts raise questions about how to actually end the current war and Gaza’s 

perpetual cycle of violence.  

Exploring how other famous conflicts terminated through negotiation or imposed outcomes can 

provide useful insights. However, historians debate applying lessons from distinct disputes 

(Beriker, 1995). The Israeli-Palestinian conflict has unique religious, symbolic, and geostrategic 

dimensions that resist easy comparison (Reich, 2008). Still, analyzing how peace processes 

unfolded in places like Northern Ireland, Bosnia, and apartheid South Africa reveal some broad 

principles and stumbling blocks that could be applicable to Israel-Palestine (Byrne, 2010). As 

Zartman (2008) argues, “any conflict can be ripe for resolution” under certain conditions like 

hurting stalemates, emerging formulas for agreement, and shifts in leadership. It is worthwhile 

to examine where Gaza fits into conceptual models about timing, sequencing, and dynamics of 

conflict resolution based on other cases. 

Several researchers categorize different mechanisms for ending intractable conflicts, which 

provide initial frameworks to consider. Kriesberg (1998) identifies unilateral withdrawal, 

imposed settlement, and negotiated resolution as three main approaches. Unilateral 

withdrawal, such as Israel’s departure from Gaza in 2005, can temporarily reduce tensions but 

also create power vacuums and uncertainty (Milton-Edwards, 2008). Imposed outcomes like the 

Dayton Accord in Bosnia can stop the fighting but lack local ownership and deep reconciliation 

(Tanner, 2019). Negotiated solutions require willingness to compromise but can yield positive-

sum resolutions and post-conflict cooperation (Darby & MacGinty, 2008). Looking across 

different final outcomes highlights tradeoffs around control, legitimacy, and sustainability.  

Other scholars focus on the pathway to de-escalation and termination. Greig and Diehl (2012) 

outline models of military victory, internationally mediated agreements, and indigenous peace 

processes. These represent attempts to prevail, go “over the heads” of the adversaries, or 

support grassroots dialogue. Licklider (2014) similarly categorizes different sequencing, 

including ceasefires, partial settlements, and comprehensive deals. Various mixes of de-

escalation steps may be needed before a lasting settlement (Zartman, 2019). Analyzing how 

other conflicts moved from stalemate to settlement underscores options around early 

confidence measures versus delayed final status talks.  

When evaluating the relevance of comparative cases, several distinctive aspects of the Israeli-

Palestinian conflict merit consideration. First, few parallels exist to Gaza’s unique religious and 



      
      

 

symbolic significance for Israelis and Palestinians (Hassner, 2009). Both sides view the territory 

as part of their biblical homeland and tie their identities to sacred sites like the Temple 

Mount/Haram al-Sharif. Primordial nationalism rooted in contested sacred space has few 

equivalents (Goddard, 2006). Similarly, Palestinian refugee claims and Israeli security fears 

create tangled issues without precedent. The conflict also involves neighboring states like Egypt, 

Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon in ways rarely seen elsewhere (Roy, 2010). Such layered regional 

dynamics further complicate resolution. 

Beyond these broad contextual factors, both Israeli and Palestinian politics involve complex 

internal divisions that pose barriers to compromise. On the Israeli side, bitter disputes persist 

between left and right on issues like settlements, borders, and Palestinian statehood (Inbar & 

Sandler, 2021). The collapse of the Oslo process and Second Intifada fueled disillusionment with 

compromise (Eiran, 2011). Critics argue no Palestinian partner exists for a two-state solution 

(Navot, 2008). However, others contend maximalist policies ignore demographic realities (Beilin, 

2012). Weak and unstable coalition governments further constrain Israel’s maneuverability and 

sap political will for risky concessions (Yiftachel, 2021). These schisms shape debates on Gaza 

policy. 

For Palestinians, the bitter Fatah-Hamas split since 2007 has undermined coherent strategy 

(Baumgarten, 2015). The Palestinian Authority’s limited self-rule in parts of the West Bank 

contrasts with Hamas’ control of Gaza under Israeli blockade (Pelham, 2012). This geographical, 

political, and ideological division impedes a unified front. Younger generations increasingly 

question the aging leaderships’ legitimacy on both sides (Hilal, 2010). Frustration with Oslo’s 

unfulfilled promises further deepens skepticism towards negotiations (Sayigh, 2011). These 

multifaceted Palestinian rifts obstruct consensus on aims and tactics.  

The protracted nature of the conflict also creates psychological barriers. Scholars like Bar-Tal 

(2014) argue that intractable conflicts become “socio-psychological infrastructure” permeating 

the collective narrative, beliefs, emotions, and goals of each society. Negative stereotyping and 

zero-sum attitudes become engrained along with fears of extinction. Moving towards 

reconciliation requires gradual psychological shifts at both leadership and public levels towards 

empathy, trust, and acknowledgment of the other's perspective (Bar-Siman-Tov, 2011). Whether 

such transformation is occurring remains debated. 

Given these complex conflict dynamics, assessing the applicability of other historical cases 

requires careful consideration. Northern Ireland has some parallels as an ethno-territorial 

dispute with religious overtones. But its smaller scale limited spillover effects (McGarry & 

O'Leary, 2004). South Africa featured acute asymmetry and racial exclusion, yet avoidance of 

the “one-state/two-state” debate facilitated transition (Zunes, 1999). Bosnia witnessed brutal 

ethnic cleansing amid bloody disintegration of Yugoslavia, conditions absent for Israel-Palestine 

(Bose, 2002). While insights can be gleaned, the patchwork of sacred space, refugees, threat 

perceptions, internal divisions, and overlapping identities in Israel-Palestine limit direct lessons. 



      
      

 

As scholars emphasize, “every conflict has its own peculiar history” (Ramsbotham et al, 2011, 

p.211).  

Nonetheless, analyzing how other enduring struggles reached tipping points through shifting 

power balances, political realignments, changing international dynamics, and ripening mutually 

hurting stalemates can provide conceptual guidance about subtle turning points (Zartman, 

2008; Kriesberg, 1998). Even if other cases like Northern Ireland had different contexts, the 

incremental process of ceasefires, de-escalation measures, interim institutions, and protracted 

talks leading to the 1998 Good Friday Agreement offer a possible blueprint (Darby & MacGinty, 

2000). Transitions in South Africa and colonial conflicts like Algeria also illustrate models, 

however imperfectly they translate. Applicable principles could potentially be adapted around 

phased processes, intermediate compromises, security guarantees, and symbolic reconciliation. 

As scholars emphasize, “ each conflict has distinguishing characteristics but also exhibits 

dynamics that fall into repetitive patterns” (Crocker et al, 2005, p.40). Identifying creative ways 

to tailor mechanisms from distinct peace processes to the unique features of Israel-Palestine 

represents an ongoing challenge requiring persistent innovation, patience, and courage. 

Comparative Case Studies: Lessons on Resolution Processes 
While each conflict possesses unique features, structured cross-case comparison allows 

inductive learning about pivotal factors enabling peaceful settlement of entrenched disputes 

(Levy, 2008). This section delves deeper into varied precedents of conflict termination, 

unpacking why some peace processes succeeded while others failed. Insights derived inform 

assessment of realistic solutions for Israel-Palestine. 

Northern Ireland provides a salient case where creative incremental steps facilitated transition 

from stalemate to settlement between bitter sectarian adversaries. The 1998 Good Friday 

Agreement resulted from prolonged step-by-step efforts enabling power-sharing, disarmament, 

reform, and reciprocal concessions built on years of ceasefires and de-escalation (Darby & 

MacGinty, 2008). Phased prisoner releases, international mediation, backchannel talks, and civil 

society dialogue slowly transformed zero-sum attitudes sufficiently to make historic 

compromises conceivable (McEvoy, 2014). 

Both sides saw armed struggle reaching limits yet remained psychologically unready for grand 

bargains. Gradual confidence-building through the 1990s created openings. Leaders invested 

time and energy laying psychological, social and political groundwork through tireless 

incremental processes before achieving breakthrough. 

By contrast, Bosnia’s 1995 Dayton Accords, imposed by the US after massive military 

intervention and ethnic cleansing, achieved immediate conflict termination but largely “froze” 

divisions (Tanner, 2019). Absent drawn-out people-to-people reconciliation and political 

maturation, underlying grievances persisted. Dayton’s partition ethos entrenched separation 



      
      

 

rather than coexistence. Quick externally enforced dispute settlement brought peace but not 

reconciliation. 

In South Africa, incrementalism was again crucial to dismantling apartheid. The 1993 interim 

constitution and Truth and Reconciliation Commission fostered gradual racial rapprochement, 

avoiding sharp ruptures (Sparks, 2014). Pasted transition distributed power and allayed white 

fears, enabling democracy. As in Northern Ireland, years of dialogue, protest, and psychological 

readiness enabled a negotiated revolution. 

The colonial endgames of Algeria and Rhodesia provide contrasting examples. After brutal war, 

France’s sudden exit absent securing settlers’ status sparked an exodus and backlash (Evans, 

2012). In Zimbabwe, superficial power transfer lacking protections for white farmers brought 

violent upheaval (Godwin & Hancock, 1993). Both cases exhibit peace processes requiring more 

phasing and inclusion to enable sustainable post-colonial transitions. 

These varied precedents suggest several tentative lessons applicable to Israel-Palestine. First, 

interim de-escalation processes allow the slow buildup of psychological and political readiness 

over years before final status breakthroughs become viable. Second, power-sharing pacts 

distributing control during fragile transitions can reassure groups fearing zero-sum loss. Third, 

sequencing matters greatly; grand final deals without graduated confidence-building often 

collapse. And fourth, inclusive processes bringing onboard as many factions as possible sustain 

peace while exclusionary settlements breed lasting resentment. 

Of course, differences remain between these cases and Israel-Palestine – there are no perfect 

models. However, insights into common dynamics of how peace ripens through steady 

grassroots and political efforts, as well as how imposed solutions often falter absent local 

ownership, offer guidance for framing realistic solutions. Sustained innovation, risk-taking and 

persistence are indispensable to overcome seemingly impossible gulfs. Historic breakthroughs 

teach that miraculous change can grow from small seeds planted tirelessly despite long odds. 

 

Integrating Historical Insights and Conflict Resolution Theory 
This paper is grounded in academic literature on comparative case studies and conflict 

resolution theory. It employs a comparative historical analysis approach, assessing diverse 

global cases of conflict resolution to derive potential lessons for the Israeli-Palestinian context. 

As Levy (2008) outlines, structured comparative analysis of historic peace processes can 

illuminate common patterns, sequencing, and forms of negotiated settlement across different 

conflicts. This paper synthesizes insights from prominent 20th century conflicts including 

Northern Ireland, Bosnia, apartheid South Africa, civil wars, and colonial struggles. According to 

Greig (2012), such structured cross-case comparison allows inductive generation of models of 

ceasefires, transitional security, partition, and power-sharing relevant to the Israeli-Palestinian 

sphere. 



      
      

 

The analysis is further guided by seminal conflict resolution theories, including Zartman's (2000) 

ripeness theory, Burton's (1990) human needs theory, and Kriesberg's (1998) contingency 

model of de-escalation. These frameworks provide lenses to interpret how conflicts reach 

turning points and become “ripe” for resolution. This paper employs an integrative approach 

merging comparative historical analysis with core concepts from the conflict resolution 

literature to derive potentially generalizable principles and scenarios. It asks how creative 

adaptation of mechanisms from other historic conflicts could address unmet needs, ripen 

conditions, and catalyze de-escalation between Israelis and Palestinians after decades of 

deadlock. The conclusion will synthesize key lessons from comparative cases and theory to 

assess realistic possibilities for progress. 

Research Question: 
"To what extent does ripeness theory explain the impediments to a negotiated settlement 

between Israelis and Palestinians, and how might these ripe moment conditions be catalyzed 

through policy interventions? Along with suggesting all four possible scenarios to end this 

conflict”? 

Scenario I: Ceasefires 
In the context of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, short-term ceasefires have often temporarily 

halted major outbreaks of violence in Gaza without resolving underlying disputes (Jones, 2018). 

Egypt and other regional mediators have frequently negotiated truces after escalations, 

motivated by humanitarian concerns and a desire for stability. However, these fragile 

arrangements typically collapse due to infringements and lack of political progress on issues like 

the blockade, prisoners, reconstruction, and Hamas’ status (Milton-Edwards, 2022). 

Nonetheless, the urgent need to end the suffering caused by periodic warfare continues to 

compel ceasefire attempts. After 11 days of heavy fighting in May 2021 left hundreds of dead, 

Egypt brokered a truce. But clashes resumed, and the cycle continued in 2023 (HRW, 2021). For 

Israel, ceasefires provide an opportunity to restore quiet and claim moral high ground in 

defending against terrorism (Fisher, 2014). However, underlying grievances remain unaddressed 

(Navot, 2014). For Hamas, truces allow time to consolidate rule in Gaza while raising the 

organization’s stature (Mishal, 2022). Yet the group’s demands for prisoner releases, aid, open 

borders, and political legitimacy go unfulfilled. 

This parallels past ceasefire dynamics in conflicts ranging from Korea to Darfur. While limited, 

temporary truces play useful tactical roles for parties seeking respite and legitimacy (Zartman, 

2019). Korea’s 1953 armistice halted open war but maintained indefinite division (Lee, 2021). 

Darfur’s failed 2006 peace deal could not overcome Sudan’s political fracture, sparking recurring 

violence (Murithi, 2009). Such cases highlight risks that interim ceasefires without 

accompanying progress on substantive grievances easily unravel. 



      
      

 

However, Mideast precedents like Lebanon in the 1980s also show ceasefires can constitute 

important political precursors to eventual settlements when certain conditions exist. After 15 

years of civil war, the 1989 Taif Agreement formally ended hostilities through power-sharing 

concessions addressing rebel demands (Hanf, 2015). The deal was enabled by Syrian coercion 

and Saudi diplomacy. While flawed, Taif demonstrated that complex sectarian conflicts can 

resolve through phased processes beginning with truces. 

 

More recently in Yemen, ceasefires in crowded cities like Hodeidah created space for 

incremental de-escalation and negotiations between warring parties (Al-Dawsari, 2021). 

Although the peace process remains fragile, conditional truces facilitated small gains. In Libya as 

well, tentative locally-driven ceasefires helped stabilize conditions for polarized factions to 

pursue dialogue (Lacher, 2020). Such cases illustrate ceasefires’ transitional potential to 

interrupt violence and catalyze wider diplomacy. 

For Israel and Hamas, short-term halts in fighting therefore retain value for immediate 

humanitarian relief despite risks. Previous ceasefires permitted vital fuel and reconstruction in 

Gaza when respected (Patience, 2014). Momentary political space can also empower pragmatic 

voices. The 2021 truce saw small gains for Hamas in allowing Qatari aid while serving Israel’s 

desire for calm (Mishal, 2022). Such limited achievable wins can potentially build confidence 

over time. 

However, major disadvantages and uncertainties surround temporary ceasefires in Gaza given 

their history of early collapse. For Israel, truces allow terrorist groups to rearm and consolidate 

control, reducing incentives for disarmament (Fisher, 2014). Hamas leverages lulls to expand 

rocket stockpiles and tunnels in preparation for future war (Van Esveld, 2022). Armed factions 

also compete to gain popularity by resuming attacks. Such dynamics quickly erode truces. 

For Hamas, ceasefires halt hostilities before substantive goals are achieved (Henderson, 2021). 

Underlying grievances around the blockade, prisoners, reconstruction, and political isolation 

remain excluded from interim truce talks, soon reigniting conflict. Meanwhile the group’s 

legitimacy is undermined through accusations of selling out Gazans’ resistance. Thus neither 

side’s core aims are met through simple ceasefires. 

Moreover, violations and escalatory incidents readily torpedo tentative truces due to lack of 

monitoring and communication mechanisms (Ibish, 2017). Spoiler factions like Palestinian 

Islamic Jihad have incentives to shatter calm and portray Hamas as passive (Milton-Edwards, 

2022). Israeli leaders likewise face public pressure to retaliate harshly for any rockets or 

incendiaries. Tit-for-tat cycles rapidly take hold. 

To overcome such pitfalls, regional and international accompanying steps could supplement 

ceasefires with a political horizon addressing root causes. Egypt and Qatar’s past mediation 

highlights potential to expand truces into wider diplomacy (Wittes, 2022). The US and EU can 



      
      

 

also incentivize the parties with carrots like reconstruction aid and sanctions relief paired with 

sticks if violence resumes (Ibish, 2017). Arab states could provide political cover through official 

outreach and overseeing implementation. And UN peacekeepers have sometimes monitored 

fragile truces in places like Lebanon and Sinai (Frazier & Dixon, 2022). 

Creative institutionalization is needed to sustain calm and build trust. Designating Gaza a 

reconstructed open territory with international administration could be explored to alleviate 

humanitarian suffering and empower moderates (ICG, 2018). Ultimately a comprehensive 

settlement addressing borders, refugees, security, resources, and prisoners remains vital. But 

synchronized ceasefires supported by regional and global powers could constitute a critical early 

step. The ingredients exist for progress but require political courage on all sides to enact. 

The integration of Hamas into the PLO should coincide with ceasefire talks between the parties. 

This pairing of Hamas-PLO engagement and ceasefire negotiations could provide a feasible, 

durable solution that aligns with realities on the ground. Pursuing both objectives at the same 

time may yield an agreement that reflects current conditions and has a better chance of lasting. 

Scenario II: Unilateral Withdrawal 
Given the intractable deadlock in bilateral negotiations, some argue Israel should unilaterally 

withdraw from at least part of the occupied territories to reinvigorate peace efforts (Beinart, 

2021). The concept is not new – in 2005 Israel withdrew troops and settlers from Gaza, ending a 

38-year occupation. However, the move did not achieve stability or progress. Hamas ultimately 

took over Gaza as disputes over borders, crossings and violence continued (Roy, 2011). Critics 

contend the unilateral Gaza pullout backfired by fueling militancy in the resulting power vacuum 

(Navot, 2014). 

Yet researchers say carefully coordinated incremental unilateralism, rather than total isolation, 

could facilitate de-escalation and eventual negotiated settlements (Rotberg, 2022). Confidence-

building through limited coordinated gestures remains possible, even between sworn enemies 

like North and South Korea (Lee, 2021). Israel could initially draw down settlements in less 

controversial areas while signaling readiness for reciprocal parallel steps by Palestinians on 

security. 

Even symbolic unilateral initiatives like easing mobility restrictions can positively impact minds 

and perceptions (Maoz, 2013). As South Africa’s apartheid regime chose reform, and the IRA 

secretly explored de-escalation, initially unilateral moves laid groundwork for depolarizing 

virtuous cycles (Sparks, 2014; McEvoy, 2014). When embedded in broader statecraft, calibrated 

unilateral gestures need not constitute capitulation. 

For Israel-Palestine, incremental unilateral withdrawal from selected areas of the West Bank, 

coordinated quietly with counterparts, could reduce friction points like settlements while 

regaining strategic initiative (Beinart, 2021; Rotberg, 2022). Emerging options include 



      
      

 

consolidating withdrawal around settlement blocs close to the Green Line, land swaps, and/or 

the Gaza model of removing isolated settlements. 

Phased coordinated unilateralism has advantages over total isolation. It avoids the abrupt 

fallout of the 2005 Gaza pullout through gradual signaling and de facto coordination to 

empower moderates (Rotberg, 2022). Incrementalism limits disarray from sudden power 

vacuums. Quiet coordination minimizes space for spoilers compared to acting in a vacuum. And 

retaining initiative disrupts stalemate. 

However, major risks also exist. Right-wing Israeli governments have little political incentive 

currently for concessions (Inbar & Sandler, 2021). Unilateral withdrawals can portray weakness 

and embolden enemies (Navot, 2014). Moves seen as rewarding terrorism would face domestic 

backlash. Palestinians might exploit concessions without reciprocating. Collapse of the Oslo 

process underscores dangers (Beinart, 2021). 

Yet with sophisticated policy design, risks around incremental unilateralism can be mitigated. 

Confidence-building could accompany each phase (Maoz, 2013). Communication channels 

would clarify intentions. Security mechanisms like international monitors would prevent voids. 

And sequencing would depend on constructive partner responses, providing off-ramps. Such 

precautions distinguish coordinated incrementalism from total unilateralism. 

Scenario III: Transitions to Statehood 
Many argue an independent, demilitarized Palestinian state in Gaza and most of the West Bank, 

with East Jerusalem as its capital, represents the strongest path for sustainable peace, self-

determination and democracy for both peoples (Feldman, 2008; Shikaki, 2018). Globally, ending 

Israel’s occupation is seen as vital for Palestinian rights. Hamas has at times hinted openness to 

accepting a two-state solution if Palestinian goals are fulfilled (Hroub, 2012). 

Yet Israeli leaders across the spectrum argue there is currently no viable partner for 

comprehensive two-state peace amid profound security fears and geopolitical turmoil in the 

region (Inbar & Sandler, 2021; Eiran, 2011). The traumatic collapse of Oslo and the Second 

Intifada tore apart Israeli trust. Critics contend evacuation of the West Bank would replicate 

Gazan militancy and Hamas rockets on a larger scale, threatening Israel’s existence (Schanzer, 

2008). 

However, a graduated transition to Palestinian sovereignty is conceivable given the right 

conditions of regional support. The 2002 Arab Peace Initiative showed potential for Israel-Arab 

rapprochement exists, despite setbacks. While affirming Palestinian statehood, the plan offered 

normalization with Arab League states in return, a historic concession (Tolcott, 2021). Creative 

policymakers could reactivate this opening. 

Both Jordan and Saudi Arabia have discretely sought to bridge differences in the past and could 

increase leadership if progress appears genuine (Quandt, 2021). Practical cooperation against 



      
      

 

mutual threats like ISIS and Iran has also quietly deepened ties behind the scenes (Jones, 2019). 

Channeling such realpolitik interests into concrete normalization incentives could give 

statehood renewed impetus. 

Regionally, an aligned Egypt could exert leverage over Gaza armeds, use border oversight to 

inhibit arms flows, and broker talks with factions (ICG, 2018). Qatar and Turkey could revive 

development projects to empower moderates. Gulf states could fund massive reconstruction. 

And Jordan could take a role in West Bank security, Jerusalem, and refugees (Brand, 2018). A 

matrix of pragmatic alliances could surround and stabilize statehood. 

Internationally, the Arab Peace Initiative evoked global promise of widespread recognition, aid, 

and investment if Israel accepts a viable Palestinian state (Muasher, 2021). EU countries that 

already grant Palestine statehood in principle could operationalize this policy upon 

implementation. Appealing to stakeholder states’ material interests could generate momentum. 

For Palestinians, despite risks, statehood remains the ultimate dream (Shikaki, 2018). 

Sovereignty over borders, resources, airspace and refugee policy could open huge opportunities 

after generations of powerlessness. While initial capabilities would require development, the 

groundwork exists (Malki & Mushasha, 2021). To bypass stagnation of bilateral talks, creative 

solutions can provide alternate pathways to self-determination. 

And for Israel, while forfeiting occupation brings acute security fears, normalized relations with 

Arab powers would be transformative (Beinart, 2021). The end of regional isolation could unlock 

immense economic potential. moreover, separating from millions of Palestinians in the West 

Bank could sustain Israel's Jewish character. While risks abound, so do potential gains. 

With imaginative policy design, a depoliticized environment, and leaders focused on delivering 

stable change rather than rhetoric, progress is conceivable (Feldman, 2008). History suggests 

political will emerges when both sides are exhausted and see hope for a better future. The 

substance already exists for realistic two states. What remains lacking is skillful implementation 

and courage to make it reality. 

Scenario IV: Comprehensive Final Settlement 
Given decades of failed interim deals, some argue only a comprehensive pact resolving all final 

status issues can end recurring Gaza violence (Pruitt, 2017). However, efforts like Camp David, 

Taba, and the Kerry talks have been unable to bridge divides around borders, refugees, 

settlements, Jerusalem, security, and recognition. Progress likely requires a phased approach, 

building over time through incremental milestones. 

Past conflicts suggest seemingly intractable disputes can still reach surprise breakthroughs 

through ripening conditions and principled leadership (Zartman, 2019). In Northern Ireland, 

years of painstaking talks followed the 1994 ceasefires before the ambitious 1998 Good Friday 

Agreement resolved constitutional status, governance, policing, prisoners, decommissioning 



      
      

 

and UK-Irish relations (Darby & MacGinty, 2008). The deal allowed rival aspirations for 

unification and continued Union to coexist. Creative compromises on identity issues enabled 

political will to overcome obstacles. 

In South Africa, the gradual 1993 interim constitution and 1994 election accord achieved non-

racial democracy after centuries of white rule – a radically new framework dismantling 

apartheid through inclusivity (Sparks, 2014). The settlements implicitly addressed thorny issues 

around land, economic power, and human rights via transitional power-sharing and 

constitutional principles. Both cases show comprehensive pacts are possible through bravery 

and pragmatism. 

For Israel-Palestine, an ambitious final status agreement could build incrementally through 

phased, dated milestones (Beinart, 2021). An initial framework accord would lay out broad 

parameters and timelines. Confidence builders like prisoner releases, security cooperation, and 

reconstruction would follow. Within 3 years, a deal could establish Palestinian statehood, 

security guarantees for Israel including demilitarization, and capitol sharing in Jerusalem. 

An intermediate agreement would then begin addressing refugee claims, water rights, final 

borders, and settlements. Unglamorous technical issues like electromagnetic spectrum 

allocations and customs procedures could also be tackled early to build trust and 

interdependence (Feldman, 2008). Constant negotiation within and between phases would aim 

to conclude a comprehensive package within a decade addressing all core issues. 

Advantages of a phased comprehensive process include keeping an ultimate endpoint in sight 

while allowing flexibility in sequencing intermediate steps based on evolving dynamics (Pruitt, 

2017). Sustained incremental progress through dated milestones could build irreversible 

momentum. And symbolic reconciliation gestures could accompany technical advances. 

However, American administrations’ polarized support for Israel has complicated peace efforts 

by enabling maximalist policies undermining Palestinians while shielding Israel from 

accountability (Mearsheimer & Walt, 2007; Beinart 2021). This has reduced Washington’s 

credibility as a mediator. Meanwhile, biased lobbying groups like AIPAC loudly push the Israeli 

government’s preferred uncompromising stances in Washington over compromisers, 

constraining US influence and undercutting America’s moral leadership (Mearsheimer & Walt, 

2007), In light of the shifting public sentiment, President Biden acknowledged the considerable 

civilian deaths in Gaza from Israel's military offensive against rocket fire, characterizing the 

military response as excessive and disproportionate to the threat (VOA News, 2022). 

Such blind alignment with Israel’s rightward drift has eroded support internationally (Jones, 

2019). At the UN, America’s constant shielding of Israel through vetoes, money, and rhetoric 

appears oriented towards domestic political gain rather than Israel’s long-term interests 

(Mearsheimer & Walt, 2007; De Laet 2022). Negotiation efforts require rebalancing this 

asymmetry. 



      
      

 

Moreover, overwhelming Israeli military dominance has not extinguished Palestinian resistance 

or resolved root grievances driving contention (Norman, 2021). On the contrary, media images 

of civilian suffering in Gaza engender global sympathy for the weaker side (Aouragh, 2011). Calls 

grow for political solutions addressing human rights over force. Sustainable peace requires 

restoring faith that nonviolence and diplomacy can deliver freedom. 

Finally, spoilers will attempt to derail progress (Stedman, 1997). Armed factions gain support 

through confrontation. Israeli extremists violently oppose concessions. Navigating hazardous 

transitional periods requires inclusive security mechanisms and courageous public messaging 

(Darby, 2003). Steps like refugee integration, arresting settler terrorists, and insuring religious 

access could mitigate risks during unsteady early phases. 

In total, comprehensive final status agreements have proven possible in South Africa, Northern 

Ireland and elsewhere after long struggles. The Israeli-Palestinian conflict has its own tortured 

history. But imaginative policy entrepreneurs and an aligned public can potentially steer the 

status quo towards transformation through coordinated phased processes (Klieman, 2012). As 

research shows, seemingly hopeless conflicts often appear ripe for resolution in hindsight; the 

trick is seizing fleeting opportunities through persistent creative peacebuilding when they 

unexpectedly arise (Zartman, 2019). 

 

Critical Analysis of Scenarios 
This section provides a balanced assessment of the inherent risks, disadvantages, and 

limitations accompanying each potential pathway for progress analyzed in this paper. 

Constructively evaluating weaknesses and rebuttals enhances scholarly rigor and policy 

relevance. 

Ceasefire Scenario 
Ceasefires have frequently been employed as a temporary halt to open hostilities between 

Israel and militant groups in Gaza. However, their limited duration and lack of accompanying 

political progress on underlying grievances has allowed recurrent flair ups (Milton-Edwards, 

2022). Critics point out ceasefires simply pause violence temporarily rather than resolve core 

contradictions. They also run the risk of legitimizing and empowering extremist factions (Navot, 

2014). 

Previous Israel-Hamas truces have enabled both sides to solidify control - Hamas consolidating 

its authority in Gaza while Israel prepared for the next round (Jones, 2018). Ceasefires can 

frame the conflict as merely symmetric warfare rather than occupation versus resistance. By 

providing respite, truces reduce incentives for political compromise before the next eruption. 

They subtly entrench divides absent accompanying reconciliation steps. 



      
      

 

Moreover, ceasefires have historically been violated by provocations and escalatory incidents, 

leading to rapid collapse (Phillips, 2022). Lack of robust monitoring and communication 

channels exacerbates mistrust and misunderstanding. Weak enforcement mechanisms fail to 

deter spoilers. The lack of political horizon beyond temporary calm hinders sustainability. 

While ceasefires retain tactical value for saving lives and creating momentary space, the risks of 

recurrence and reinforcement of division remain pronounced absent socioeconomic progress 

and political reconciliation. Lasting de-escalation requires moving beyond pause buttons 

towards solutions. 

 

Unilateral Withdrawal Scenario 
Proposals for incremental Israeli unilateral withdrawal from selected West Bank territory carry 

disadvantages related to security risks, power vacuums, portraying weakness, and lack of 

coordination with Palestinian counterparts (Inbar & Sandler, 2021). 

Previous efforts like Israel’s 2005 Gaza disengagement generated turmoil when carried out 

absent planning with partners. The rise of Hamas in the resulting vacuum highlighted dangers of 

mismanaged separation (Beinart, 2021). Incrementalism may work better, but still carries 

hazards. 

Critics contend concessions without reciprocity undermine deterrence and incentivize terrorism 

(Eiran, 2011). Radical settlers violently oppose relinquishing any land viewed as sacred. 

Unmatched Palestinian gestures could be politically impossible given internal fractures and 

mistrust of Israeli intentions (Baumgarten, 2015). 

Gradual delink age may inadvertently trigger instability and chaos if security mechanisms or 

transitional institutions are absent. Mishandled territorial exits risk both international 

condemnation and domestic backlash as admission of failed policies (Navot, 2014). 

While coordinated unilateralism has potential to disrupt deadlocks by signaling readiness for 

risks, scenarios require intricate sequencing, incentives, and phasing to mitigate perils of 

misaligned or unclear messaging (Rotberg, 2022). Maximum communication, reciprocal 

gestures, and international involvement would be essential to prevent misperceptions. 

 

Transitional Statehood Scenario 
Proposals for establishing transitional Palestinian statehood in Gaza and the West Bank also 

carry risks amid the region’s instability (Milton-Edwards, 2021). Critics argue demilitarization is 

unrealistic given armed groups with radical agendas and outside funding sources (Schanzer, 

2008). 



      
      

 

Weak Palestinian institutions may struggle with governance tasks absent massive international 

assistance. Moreover, final status issues like borders, settlements, Jerusalem, and refugees 

remain unresolved. Temporary arrangements could ossify into permanent limbo or collapse 

entirely. 

Mistrust runs high after past negotiating failures and violence. Israeli security concerns remain 

acute, with fears any West Bank withdrawal may enable rocket attacks on population centers, 

airports and infrastructure as occurred after the Gaza pullout (Eiran, 2011). Palestine could 

become a failed state, with Hamas or other extremists gaining power. 

However, examples like Northern Ireland show staged security transitions opening political 

space are possible when solid guarantees accompany each phase (Byrne, 2010). For Palestine, 

robust Jordanian and international stabilization assistance could provide key reassurance. Much 

depends on careful sequencing and incentives. 

While daunting, calibrated statehood therefore should not be dismissed outright given potential 

benefits. With sufficient safety mechanisms and phasing, transition risks may be mitigated 

(Jones, 2019). But the challenges are profound. 

 

Comprehensive Deal Scenario 
Finally, efforts for a comprehensive final status agreement have failed since Oslo, underscoring 

the depths of gaps on core issues like Jerusalem, refugees, borders, and security (Beinart, 2021). 

Decades of violence, trauma and shattered trust present huge obstacles. 

Spoiler factions on both sides see breakthroughs as a threat, instead gaining popularity through 

confrontation (Stedman, 1997). Radical settlers and Hamas elements could derail progress 

through provocations. Leaders making concessions face backlash as capitulators. 

Psychologically, the prolonged conflict has engrained dehumanizing attitudes and zero-sum 

beliefs across generations (Bar-Tal, 2013). Transitioning mindsets requires patience. Politically, 

short-term thinking dominates. 

Moreover, the scale of proposed changes likely requires gradual building through intermediate 

confidence steps first. Highly ambitious endgames often lack solid foundations. Reconciliation is 

a lengthy nonlinear process. 

Nonetheless, comprehensive settlements cannot be dismissed, as Northern Ireland and South 

Africa showed (Sparks, 2014). The art remains balancing boldness and pragmatism. With 

creativity, phasing, and luck, breakthroughs emerge through previously unimaginable 

compromises. But optimism should be tempered. The challenges are steep. 

In total, all plausible scenarios contain major inherent risks and uncertainties. This underscores 

the value of frank analysis of rebuttals and counterarguments to enrich scholarly discourse and 



      
      

 

policy planning. Further critical debate and imagination is vital to escape intransigent conflict 

patterns. 

Summary of Challenges and Risks for Each Scenario: 
This paper summarizes the key challenges, risks of failure, and suggested risk mitigation 

strategies for each peace scenario in bullet point form: 

Ceasefires Scenario: 
Challenges Risks Risk Mitigation 

Temporary, easily 
violated by spoilers. 
Do not resolve core 
grievances. 
Allow rearming and 
power struggles 

Easily collapsed by 
violations 
Perceived as flotillas. 
Reignites more severe 
future conflicts 

Robust monitoring mechanisms 
Incentives for compliance 
Penalties for violations 
Clear implementation timelines 
Link truce to political negotiations 
Combine with de-escalation measures. 
Involve international peacekeepers. 
Engage Hamas as a political party 
embedded into the PLO. 

 

Comprehensive Settlement: 
CHALLENGES RISKS RISK MITIGATION 

VAST GAPS ON CORE 
ISSUES REMAIN 
INTERNAL DIVISIONS 
ON BOTH SIDES 
LACK OF TRUST AFTER 
PAST FAILURES 
 

Collapse of talks over key 
dealbreakers  
Spoilers derail progress 
Leaders making unacceptable 
compromises could lose 
power. 
Violence escalates if talks fail 

- Incremental phased approach 
- Interim confidence building   
- Solid security guarantees 
- Creative compromises on divisive issues 
- Power sharing arrangements   
- Robust 3rd party mediation 
- Public messaging preparing societies  

Unilateral Withdrawal: 
CHALLENGES RISKS RISK MITIGATION 

- SECURITY RISKS FROM 
CEDING LAND 
- POWER VACUUMS AND 
DISORDER  
- PORTRAYING WEAKNESS 
- LACK OF PARTNER 
COORDINATION  
 

- Armed factions exploit 
unilateral move 
- partners make no reciprocal 
gestures 
- chaos and violence in 
evacuated areas 
- domestic backlash over 
concessions  
 

- Withdrawal coordinated quietly 
with partners 
- Incremental phased approach 
- Avoid evacuating strategically 
vital areas 
- Confidence building accompanies 
phases 
- International monitors deploy to 
vacated areas 



      
      

 

- Maintain military capability for 
force protection 
 

 

  



      
      

 

Transitions to Statehood 
CHALLENGES RISKS RISK MITIGATION 

- CONCERNS OVER 
DEMILITARIZATION  
- FINAL STATUS ISSUES 
UNRESOLVED 
- LACK OF 
NORMALIZATION WITH 
ARAB STATES 
 

- New Palestinian state 
faces instability 
- Armed groups 
undermine 
demilitarization 
- Israel-Arab ties remain 
frosty 
- Violence flares up over 
Jerusalem, refugees, 
etc. 

- Robust international aid and capacity 
building 
- Phasing allows gradual institution building 
- Peacekeepers assist Palestinian security 
forces 
- Arab states provide political and economic 
support 
- Israel takes reciprocal normalization steps 
- Creative interim solutions on final status 

 

Beyond Zero-Sum: Win-Win Vision for Israel-Palestine's Greatest 

Challenges 
The Israeli-Palestinian conflict involves several profoundly complex final status issues that have 

confounded resolution efforts for decades. These core disputes - including borders, settlements, 

Jerusalem, refugees, security, water rights - seem on the surface to present insoluble 

challenges. However, analyses of other intractable conflicts suggest creative interim solutions 

can potentially reframe or defer seemingly impossible dilemmas to enable progress on 

immediate priorities. Rather than remaining stuck on the same rigid uncompromising positions 

that have failed in the past, adopting creative and flexible thinking about possible transitional 

arrangements could potentially help gradually transform the Israeli-Palestinian conflict over 

time. Instead of demanding permanent outright resolution on the most polarizing core issues 

like refugees, borders, and Jerusalem, interim arrangements can take an outside-the-box 

approach that enables cooperation and confidence-building in stages. This section examines 

various innovative interim solutions that reframe the final status issues in a new light. By 

focusing on mutual interests, reciprocal gestures, and practical cooperation on the ground, 

interim steps can lay the groundwork for a sustainable long-term resolution. However, there are 

also inherent obstacles, risks and uncertainties with this approach that would need to be 

mitigated through careful sequencing, incentives, and thoughtful risk management strategies. if 

pursued with open-minded persistence and political courage, unconventional interim 

arrangements may offer a path forward for Israel and Palestine. 

Borders:  
With neither side willing to concede territorial claims, border delineation appears an impossible 

contradiction. However, interim arrangements could establish varied transitional zones. Limited 

mutually agreed land swaps could firstly enable major settlement blocs close to the Green Line 

to join Israel, while the majority of the West Bank goes to Palestine. Leased access corridors 



      
      

 

through sovereign territory could connect enclaves. Special economic zones with open borders 

could facilitate joint ventures, with deferred final demarcation pending refugee return. 

Obstacles include fierce disagreement over the extent of swaps, viability of corridors, and 

timelines. But with political will, creative geography provides options. Risks include increased 

friction over zones, unfulfilled handovers, and ambiguity enabling gradual annexation. Careful 

phasing, monitoring, incentives, and compensation mechanisms would thus be required. Robust 

Jordanian security assistance could also smooth early transitions. 

 

Jerusalem: 
The status of Jerusalem poses immense challenges as a city sacred to three faiths and central to 

competing Israeli and Palestinian nationalist narratives. After Israel annexed the eastern half of 

Jerusalem in 1967, it declared the entire city its "eternal undivided capital." Yet Palestinians 

envisage East Jerusalem as the capital of their future state. This clash underlies deadlock in 

negotiations. 

However, examples like Cold War Berlin point to possibilities for creative interim arrangements. 

Despite deep divisions, a Four Power agreement enabled unified administration of West and 

East Berlin, protecting access and rights for all sectors. Similar coexistence models could be 

explored for Jerusalem. 

For instance, a creative interim solution might entail a shared Israeli-Palestinian municipal 

authority encompassing the entire city, safeguarding freedom of movement, residency, and 

worship across boundaries. Sovereignty could be differentiated rather than exclusive, with Israel 

retaining recognized authority in West Jerusalem and Palestinians gaining recognition in East 

Jerusalem. 

The Old City and holy sites could be accorded special neutral status, potentially with 

multinational custodianship entrusting stewardship to jurisdictions like the Vatican, Jordan, and 

others. People-to-people reconciliation programs could build bridges between communities. 

And dual capitals in Jerusalem and Ramallah could balance symbolic aspirations. 

There are undeniably immense sensitivities and distrust to overcome after decades of 

resentment and violations of rights under occupation. But Jerusalem's very complexity provides 

flexibility if addressed creatively. Examples like peacefully sharing Brussels between Flemish and 

Walloon communities demonstrate possibilities. With patient cooperation, Jerusalem's rival 

attachments could potentially be reconciled through interim accommodation respecting the 

city's pluralism and meaning for all faiths and peoples. 

Settlements: 
Israeli settlements in the West Bank have become intensely controversial and divisive, yet they 

remain entrenched with hundreds of thousands of Israeli citizens residing in towns across 



      
      

 

occupied territory. For Palestinians, these settlements symbolize Israel's presence in lands they 

claim and are seen as illegal infringements on their sovereignty and rights. However, the settler 

movement has dug in spiritually and politically, with many Israelis viewing the West Bank as an 

integral part of their ancestral homeland and greater Israel. 

This fundamental clash underlies the impasse in resolving the settlement issue. However, 

interim transitional arrangements may provide possibilities. One approach could involve 

negotiated gradual relocation of isolated settlements over an agreed timeline. This phased 

withdrawal could prioritize evacuating the most controversial or vulnerable outposts first, while 

temporarily retaining the larger, more integrated suburban settlement blocs closer to the Green 

Line. 

To reduce disruption and resistance, the major blocs could ultimately be incorporated into 

formal Israeli territory through mutually consented limited land swaps, while the majority of the 

West Bank goes to the Palestinian state. Settlers evacuated from isolated areas could be offered 

financial compensation, housing assistance, and the right to relocate back within Israel's 

internationally recognized borders. Facilities and infrastructure left behind post-withdrawal 

could be repurposed for Palestinian civilian usage or joint initiatives. 

Numerous complex challenges would attend such transitional arrangements. There are risks of 

escalating ideological confrontation and even violence between settlers and Palestinians during 

phased withdrawals before the final status of the major blocs is resolved. Clear timelines and 

verification mechanisms would thus need to accompany the incremental relocation process. 

Some settlers may fiercely resist evacuations through protests or illegal actions. Extremists 

could derail progress. International peacekeepers may be required to monitor the transition and 

prevent clashes. 

Creative normalization incentives will be needed to build Israeli confidence in partial evacuation 

of settlements integrated as suburban commuter towns. Adjustable timelines could allow 

flexibility. And affirming the legitimacy of both Israeli and Palestinian identity claims and 

attachments separately from the technical security arrangements could reduce perceptions of 

existential threat on both sides. Despite profound complexity, reframing interim thinking on 

settlements from absolutist rejection or support towards mutually agreed transitional solutions 

may open possibilities. With coordinated creativity and political courage, arrangements can 

potentially be designed to initiate separation while addressing core needs. 

Refugees:  
The Palestinian refugee issue remains one of the most emotionally fraught and politically 

intractable challenges in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Millions of Palestinian refugees from the 

1948 war and their descendants still retain their refugee status and hopes of returning to their 

ancestral lands and properties within modern-day Israel. 



      
      

 

However, Israel has profound concerns about the demographic implications of large-scale literal 

return of millions of refugees, which it sees as undermining the state's Jewish character and 

viability. This core contradiction has blocked resolution. 

Creative interim thinking could refocus the issue away from maximalist all-or-nothing stances 

towards gradual practical steps addressing both sides' core needs. For example, Israel could 

acknowledge the injustice of Palestinian displacement and suffering through symbolic 

acceptance of some partial responsibility. This could accompany a goodwill gesture of absorbing 

a limited number of refugees annually as part of a family reunification program, without 

compromising Jewish demographic predominance. 

Additionally, an international fund financed by Israel, Arab states, the West, and others could 

provide substantial compensation packages to refugees for lost properties and income. 

Resources could also be directed to improving conditions in refugee camps pending a political 

solution. 

The descendants of original refugees could be offered a path to Palestinian citizenship and 

residency, even if not literal return to their ancestors' homes within Israel. Dual citizenship 

models could allow retaining refugee status symbolically while gaining benefits of Palestinian 

citizenship. 

A phased organized return process over decades could be negotiated to allow some refugees 

back into the Palestinian state based on humanitarian criteria like age, health status, and family 

reunifications. Annual absorption quotas could be adjusted to prevent destabilization. 

While massive obstacles remain, creative interim solutions focused on practical improvements 

for refugees' daily lives and host countries, paired with symbolic acceptance of rights and 

wrongs, provides a possible middle path between impossible extremes. With good faith 

engagement, progress satisfying core needs on both sides may be possible through 

unconventional interim arrangements. 

Security 
Security represents an emotionally charged issue capturing mutual fears between Israelis and 

Palestinians. Israel insists on irrefutable guarantees against terrorism, rockets, and military 

threats before withdrawing from occupied territory. Palestinians seek an end to invasive policies 

under occupation and freedom from military dominance. Bridging these security dilemmas 

through creative interim confidence-building measures can draw lessons from other conflicts. 

For example, the British-Irish Peace Process saw staged security transitions with hardline groups 

like the IRA and UVF decommissioning weapons in phases synchronized with prisoner releases, 

ceasefires, and power-sharing steps. This incremental "guns for government" tradeoff-built 

trust. Similarly, in Cold War Berlin, multi-power administration transformed a dangerous 

flashpoint through jointly secured access. 



      
      

 

In the Israeli-Palestinian context, phased bilateral and international security assistance could 

support a responsible Palestinian government upholding non-violence and countering 

extremists. International peacekeepers could initially secure sensitive border zones in the 

Jordan Valley and around Jerusalem. Arms reductions could be synchronized with political 

progress. Extensive monitoring arrangements could provide verification and early warning. 

A multinational stabilization force incorporating Arab states could assist Palestinian internal 

security services in maintaining order and containing threats, especially during Israel's phased 

withdrawal from territories. This would reassure Israel security would not collapse. Anti-

incitement messaging and people-to-people programs could over time shift attitudes away from 

fear. 

Such interim security mechanisms cannot instantly resolve decades of trauma. But examples 

like Northern Ireland show cooperative frameworks can be stronger than force over time. Well-

designed transitional security architectures enabling coordinated separation could provide a 

pathway. With patience and ingenuity, fulfilling Israeli security needs while ending mass 

occupation is conceivable through coordinated interim arrangements. Tual fears of existential 

threats underpin adamant security demands. But interim confidence steps like international 

peacekeepers on borders, multinational forces assisting Palestinian counterterror operations, 

staged reciprocal arms reductions, and extensive monitoring measures could be explored 

creatively to bridge gaps. Ensuring Israeli security while ending exhaustive occupation could be 

mutually achievable through phased coordinated transitional policies.  

Building trust remains complex given threat perceptions. Risks of instability, terrorism and 

escalation absent credible security regimes require multilayered mitigation strategies: robust 

third-party support, anti-incitement messaging, civil society programs, adaptive timelines and 

responsive dispute resolution mechanisms. But well-designed interim security frameworks 

provide possibilities. 

 

Water 
Water represents a scarce and vital resource for both Israelis and Palestinians. However, 

allocation of the Jordan River basin and aquifers has been profoundly uneven, with Israel 

consuming the vast majority for its population and agriculture. Palestinians complain of 

woefully insufficient water for their daily civilian needs and agriculture. The issue is charged 

with distrust and perceptions of existential threats over denial of access. 

Yet examples from water disputes elsewhere suggest creative interim solutions can be found. 

India and Pakistan’s Indus Waters Treaty enabled unified basin management for mutual benefit 

despite hostility. Agreements over the Nile and Mekong rivers demonstrate that cooperative 

monitoring, quotas, and planning around a shared river are possible, even between rivals. 



      
      

 

In the Israeli-Palestinian context, equitable interim allocation of water resources based on 

hydrological principles, actual usage requirements and public needs could be explored through 

joint technical teams. International expertise could inform models balancing conservation, 

agriculture, industry, and domestic access. Verification mechanisms could combat mistrust, 

alongside confidence-building through joint infrastructure projects. 

A unified West Bank-Gaza-Israel water authority could be tasked with transparent monitoring, 

fee collection, maintenance, and sustainable usage policies for the benefit of all populations, 

through leveraging the shared dependence on integrated aquifer and surface water networks. 

To atone for past imbalances under occupation, Israeli water overuse and denial of Palestinian 

development could be addressed through compensatory allocation adjustments and 

investments in Gaza and West Bank water infrastructure as an act of goodwill. 

While the context differs, lessons from water diplomacy worldwide highlight that a technical 

field like hydrology can be depoliticized through mutual interest-based management. With 

creativity, water in Israel-Palestine could transform from a zero-sum conflict into an opportunity 

for cooperation, interdependence, and human security. Even modest interim confidence-

building through joint administration and needs-based allocation could have deep political 

significance. 

Economic Relations 
Economic progress could assist reconciliation but require transitional creativity to overcome 

divides. Options include special economic zones, gradual reduction of barriers to enable 

customs and monetary alignment, and joint programs for exports, infrastructure, and public 

goods. International assistance and incentives for normalization could support creative 

economic interim solutions. 

Obstacles range from inequality to security fears around over-integration. Consistent monitoring 

and review of arrangements would be required to build confidence. But the promise of shared 

prosperity can facilitate political compromise through creative mutual economic structures, 

even if implemented incrementally. 

In total, by using unconstrained thinking to reframe intractable final status dilemmas, interim 

solutions may become conceivable. Every issue presents immense challenges, risks and complex 

tradeoffs. But analysis of other conflicts indicates that through ingenuity and incentive 

structures, transitional arrangements can transform seemingly hopeless contradictions over 

time by focusing initially on building creative practical cooperation. Reframing sacred values and 

existential fears to enable small wins today, without abandoning long-term aspirations, allows 

flexibility. With persistent innovation and political courage, next steps can be envisioned 

creatively. 



      
      

 

Rebuilding Gaza as a Part of All Scenarios: 
With the international community having no vision for the future of Gaza, the suggested 

“Marshall plan for reconstructing Gaza” highlighted a doable roadmap for rebuilding Gaza with 

a sustainable vision and international cooperation. 

Summary of The Marshall Plan for Gaza 
Albsharat, A.M. & Alrafaya, H.A. (2021). The Marshall Plan for Gaza: A new approach for 

reconstruction, development and lasting peace between Israelis and Palestinians. Cultures 

Bridge. 

The authors argue that a "Marshall Plan" style effort is needed to rebuild and develop the Gaza 

Strip to establish lasting peace between Israel and Palestine. Since 2007, Gaza has suffered 

under an Israeli blockade that has crippled its economy and infrastructure. Poverty and 

unemployment are rampant, with over 50% of Gazans living below the poverty line. Repeated 

cycles of violence and intense Israeli military operations have left much of Gaza's housing stock 

and infrastructure in ruins. Albsharat and Alrafaya contend that without a major international 

aid and development initiative, there is little hope for improving conditions and resolving the 

Israeli-Palestinian conflict.  

They propose a "Marshall Plan for Gaza" based on the highly successful US aid program that 

rebuilt Western Europe after World War II. This would consist of several key components: 

massive financial aid for reconstruction and development, creation of a Palestinian 

Development Bank to administer funds, infrastructure redevelopment focusing on power, water, 

and transportation, building of a new seaport to open trade opportunities, agricultural and 

industrial development to create jobs, and educational exchanges to develop human capital. 

The plan would require $22-30 billion over 7 years, with the US, EU, Arab states and others 

contributing. It would be overseen by a committee comprised of the major donors, Palestine, 

Israel, Jordan, Egypt and the UN. 

The authors argue the Marshall Plan for Gaza has similarities to postwar Europe - heavy physical 

destruction, collapsed economy, high unemployment, despair and discontent, refugee crisis. 

Rebuilding Gaza is not just a moral imperative but a necessary step to establishing a viable 

Palestinian state and lasting regional peace. The cycle of violence will never end if Palestinians 

live in despair and economic ruin. A Marshall Plan can lay the economic and social groundwork 

required for political reconciliation and a two-state solution. 

Critically, the plan must be implemented with strong oversight measures to prevent corruption 

and ensure aid reaches intended targets. Many past attempts at Gaza reconstruction failed due 

to diversion of funds and supplies by Hamas for its own purposes. Strict monitoring and 

transparency measures are essential. Israelis may object to perceived empowerment of Hamas, 

but the authors contend economic revival will undermine extremism by providing alternatives. 



      
      

 

Implementation should proceed gradually, focusing first on urgent humanitarian needs like 

food, water, medicine, and shelter. Major infrastructure projects like port expansion would 

come later. All work must be coordinated with the Palestinian Authority while ensuring Hamas is 

unable to exploit the process for its own advantage. Engaging the private sector will be key - the 

plan should be framed as an investment opportunity rather than traditional aid. A proper 

implementation for this plan would boost the potential of success for each suggested scenario 

to end this war. 

Conclusion: 

This paper has elucidated potential openings for resolving the enduring Israeli-Palestinian conflict by 

analyzing diverse historic cases of peacebuilding. The four scenarios outlined offer constructive pathways 

forward, with each containing inherent risks requiring mitigation. Core lessons can be synthesized 

regarding interim confidence measures, security guarantees, economic incentives, reconciliation efforts, 

and phased reciprocal concessions. 

However, translating these conceptual elements into tangible agreements remains exceedingly 

challenging given endemic distrust and instability. The comparative cases underscore that gradual 

processes steadily ripening conditions for compromise take immense time and effort. There are no quick 

fixes.  Psychological barriers passed down across generations further frustrate change. 

Leaders must work to reshape zero-sum narratives through consistent examples and messaging. The 

international community carries responsibility to insulate fragile transitions through aid, peacekeepers, 

and incentives. Economic development and reform can empower moderates. In total, progress requires 

all sides to believe gain outweighs risk despite uncertainty. 

This analysis illuminates’ openings to unlock the status quo, but the hardest work lies ahead in 

implementation. With collective courage and will, the current gloomy impasse may yet give way to two 

states living side-by-side in peace. But a monumental commitment will be demanded of leaders and 

publics on all sides to achieve this still distant vision. The ingredients for change exist, awaiting skill and 

wisdom in use. As shown worldwide, brave statesmanship can redeem seemingly hopeless conflicts. But 

it will take persistent, collaborative effort and moral imagination on a scale not yet seen. 
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